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Evaluating Fractures and Fields

Characterization of  natural fractures:

 Dynamic methods seek to characterize the effects of fractures by measuring or
directly describing the movement of fluids through fractures and matrix.

 Medium-scale interval: pressure-transient testing, which provides
information on fractures and fracture-related flow, and estimates of fracture
conductivity. These tests can be obtained with the MDT Modular Formation
Dynamics Tester.

 Medium- to large-scale interval: this dynamic method uses injected tracers
and water-composition analysis to determine direct communication
attributed to fractures between zones and between wells.

 Geometric methods measure specific attributes to identify and characterize
natural fractures and assess their potential impact on production or injection.

 Traditional logging measurements, such as caliper and microresistivity logs, can
allude to the presence of natural fractures, they are generally not quantitative.

 The most common small-scale, log-based fracture-evaluation techniques use
ultrasonic and resistivity borehole imaging technologies that can be deployed by
wireline method.



Carbonate reefs in the Spanish Pyrenees



Geological Condition of Fracturing (1)

From a geo-mechanical point of view, fractures in a fractured carbonate

reservoir correspond to a solid surface in which a loss of cohesion has taken

place and a rupture with no noticeable displacement is observed.

Under the same stresses, fracturing resulting from tectonic events will be

different in different types of rocks.

Fracturing will be more efficient, in brittle reservoir rocks of low porosity

and low permeability, where the fractures are relatively extended and

have large openings. These are called macrofractures.

 In less brittle rocks of high porosity, the fractures are of limited extent

and have relatively small openings. These are called "microfractures“ or

"fissures".



Fractures which are generated as a result of the stress that reduces rock

cohesion can be attributed to various geological events, such as:

(1) diastrophism in the case of folding and/or faulting;

(2) expansion of upper part of sediments as a result of consistent erosion

associated with the removal of the overburden, which causes a differential

stress on the rock through the planes of weakness;

(3) rock volume shrinkage as a result of water loss in shale or shaly sands;

(4) rock volume shrinkage in the case of temperature variation in igneous rocks

Geological Condition of Fracturing(2)



Fractures and Stress State
• Stress is defined as the force per unit area acting on a given plane.

• Any stress state at a point in a solid body can be described completely by

the orientations and magnitudes of three stresses called principal stresses

and oriented perpendicular to each other.

• The principal stresses are defined: σ1 > σ2 > σ3

• No shear stress acts along a principal stress direction
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• Stresses acting on a surface resolve into two components:

– sn - a normal (closing) stress acting perpendicular to the surface

– τ - a shear stress acting parallel to the surface 
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Fracture Propagation Modes

•Mode I fractures form in pure extension normal to the fracture surface. They are

termed joints.

•Mode II fracture form in shear parallel to the plane of the fractures and with sliding

in the direction perpendicular to the fracture front.

•Mode III fractures form in shear parallel to the

plane of the fractures and with sliding in the

direction parallel to the fracture front.

Mode II and Mode III fractures are termed faults.



TYPES OF FRACTURES

• Joint - a break in the rock with opening displacement only.  A Mode I fracture in 

fracture mechanics terminology.

• Vein - a break containing precipitated minerals

• Fault - a break with shear displacement.  A Mode II fracture in fracture mechanics 

terminology.

Why are they divided this way? Because each group typically has very different 

geometry and fluid flow properties.



Joints, or Mode I fractures, tend 

to be smaller than faults and may 

have characteristics surface

morphologies.





Faults 



Contractional displacements (stylolites)

Stylolites

A stylolite is an irregular discontinuity or non-structural fracture in limestone and 

other sedimentary rocks. Stylolites result from compaction and pressure solution 

during digenesis and may be enlarged by subsequent groundwater flow. 



Stylolites

In light colored areas new

mineral growth has

reduced pore space.

Blue arrows indicate the

flow of particles in solution.

Red arrows indicate areas

of maximum stress (= grain

contacts).

Schematic diagram of pressure solution accommodating compression/ 

compaction in a clastic rock.

Before compaction
After compaction



Cross section of a stylolite. Stylolites are diagenetic features commonly

found in low-permeability carbonate rocks. They form as irregular surfaces

between two layers and are generally thought to be the result of pressure

solution under a state of differential stress. Stylolites normally inhibit

subsurface fluid flow, but are often associated with small fractures called

tension gashes, which sometimes appear permeable on core tests.

Stylolites



Example Fractures and Stress State



FRACTURE GENESIS

Basement rocks are considered as any metamorphic or igneous rocks 

(regardless of age) which are unconformably overlain by a sedimentary 

sequence. 





Fracture Evaluation

Evaluation of fractures in fractured carbonates are carried out continuously,

starting during the exploration phase and continuing during the production

phase.

The material for observation is in general provided by:

Outcrops (whenever such is the case)

Cores obtained from drilling

The examination of fractures requires a certain definition and classification in

relation to purely descriptive criteria, and with the relationship of fracturing to

geological history.

open/closed fractures

macro/micro fractures

natural/induced fractures



Classification of Fractures Based on 
Descriptive Criteria



1- Open and closed fractures

Based on direct examination, there are two categories of fractures - open fractures and

closed fractures; these depend mainly on circulating water and precipitation, which is

capable of plugging the fractures with anhydrite, minerals, etc. On the other hand,

fractures which are closed in surface conditions may often be open or partially open in

reservoir conditions where pore pressure acts on fracture walls.

2.A- Macrofractures and microfractures

The difference between these two categories mainly concerns the dimensions of the

fractures. In general, macrofracture corresponds to a fracture with a large width (over

100 microns) and considerable length, while microfracture applies to a fracture of limited

length and width (sometimes microfractures form a continuous network which is

hydrodynamically very similar to a porous medium). In the literature it is often possible to

come across terms such as, macrofractures = fractures while microfractures = fissures

2.B-Measurable and non-measurable fractures

Measurable fractures are visible fractures which may be defined by width, length,

orientation (dip and strike angle), while non-measurable fractures are only traces across

the core which end within the core. Any reference to fracture density or intensity, etc.,

should refer to the visible natural fracture which indicates a certain dip angle and

direction. In addition, there are broken cores with fractures which are not measurable

either because they are too dense and irregular or because there is no criterion of

evaluation.



3-Natural fracture vs. induced fracture:

A natural fracture is any‘ break or crack, occurring in the rock, including those cracks

which can be identified by the presence of mineralization. On the other hand, induced

fractures are all those cracks which result during coring (such as breaks along the

bedding plane) or from mishandling of cores.



Classification of Fractures Based on 
Geological Criteria



Fractures associated with folding

In general, fractures are related to the folding axis (figure 2.1) and therefore are

denominated:

a. longitudinal fractures - along the folding axis

b. transversal fractures - perpendicular to the folding axis

c .diagonal fractures - in relation with the folding axis



Fractures and the stress state

If fractures are associated to one or more states of stress they are divided into 

two groups:

a. conjugate fractures

b. non-conjugate (orthogonal) fractures

where conjugate fractures are those which have been developed from a unique 

state of stress (figure 2.1).

The totality of the fractures could be associated with their direction and therefore:

a. The fracture system is formed by all fractures having the same mutually

b. the fracture network is the result of various fracture systems.



Fractures associated with stratigraphy

The variations of dimensions and density of fractures depend on lithology and

thickness of the layer in which the fractures are developed. The results obtained 

will divide the fractures into two categories:

a. first-order fractures

b. second-order fractures

First-order fractures are those which cut through several layers of rock, while

second-order fractures are limited to a single layer of rock.



BASIC PARAMETERS OF FRACTURES

Single fracture parameters refer to the intrinsic characteristics, such as

opening (width), size and nature of fracture. If the single fracture is

associated with the reservoir environment, another essential characteristic,

the fracture orientation, will result.

The multi-fracture parameters refer to the fracture arrangement

(geometry) which further generates the bulk unit, called the matrix block. The

number of fractures and their orientation are directly related to fracture

distribution and density. When fracture density is related to lithology, another

parameter of particular interest, called fracture intensity, is obtained.



BASIC PARAMETERS OF FRACTURES



Fracture opening or fracture width is represented by the distance between the

fracture walls. The width of the opening may depend (in reservoir conditions) on

depth, pore pressure and type of rock. 

In reservoir conditions where the confined

pressure u (overburden pressure) remains

constant, but the initial pore pressure Pi is

reduced (during reservoir depletion) to P,,

the width b will become smaller (figure 2.3),

as effect of rock expansion.

The fracture width varies between 10-200 

microns, but statistics have shown that the  

most frequent range is between 10-40 

microns.



The nature of fractures mainly concerns the state of fractures under observation

with reference to opening, filling and wall characteristics, and is generally

discussed in the following terms:

a. opening - open, joint, closed

b. filling - mineral, various minerals

c. closed by - homogeneous or diffused filling material

d. fracture walls - smooth, polished, creeping

Fracture orientation is the parameter which connects the single fracture to the

environment. The fracturing plane can be defined (as in classic geological practice) 

by two angles, azimuth δ and dip angle ω.

•From comparison of the

orientation of the various single

fractures it follows that all

parallel fractures belong to a

fracture system.

•If more intercommunicating

fracture systems are

recognized in a reservoir,

those systems will form the

fractured reservoir network.



Group of fractures-Fracture distribution :In a fracture network which contains

two or more fracture systems, each fracture system will generally be generated

by a certain state of stress. Pairs of conjugate fractures which have been

generated by the same stress state are an exception. Fracture distribution is

then expressed by :

In case 1 the fracture densities of the two systems are equivalent and are 

continuously intercommunicating. This corresponds to a strong degree of 

fracturing.



•The fractures which cut the reservoir rock in various directions, delineate a bulk

unit referred to as the matrix block unit or simply the matrix block.

•The shape of the matrix block is irregular, but for practical work the block units

are reduced to simplified geometrical volumes, such as cubes or as elongated or

flat parallelepipeds.



Fracture density expresses the degree of rock fracturing through various

relative ratios. If the ratio refers to the bulk volume the fracture density is called

volumetric fracture density.

Linear fracture density; the ratio between the number (n) of fractures

intersecting a straight line (normal on flowing direction) and the length of the

straight line:

Fracture Density 



Based on this approach, some idealized block shapes (Reiss, 1966) resulting

from various distributions of fractures in an orthogonal fracture network gives

several fracture density values.

Simplified geometrical matrix blocks. (From Reiss, 1966.)

The blocks can be structured as

elongated slides (No.1) or matches

offering only one permeability

direction (Nos. 2 and 3), and finally,

cubes having one flowing direction

(Nos. 4 and 5) or two flowing

directions (No. 6)



When a single-layer productive zone is small, in order to discern the tectonic

effect vs. lithology it is necessary to refer all fractures (vertical and subvertical)

to the single-layer pay. If the pay is larger and fractures are vertical (or sub-

vertical) and horizontal (or sub-horizontal), the notion of fracture intensity can

be introduced as the ratio between the vertical and horizontal fracture

densities:

Fracture Intensity 

where vertical and horizontal fractures may in certain cases be interpreted

also as fractures that are normal and parallel to the stratification.



In an orthogonal fracture network oriented along the three orthogonal axes, the

fracture intensity will be the ratio of vertical fracture density to the horizontal

fracture density.

Fracture Intensity 



The matrix block dimensions:

or expressed as a ratio of matrix dimensions:

FINT values show a relationship between

vertical and horizontal fracture distributions

and also give an indication about the

matrix block shape as presented on Table

7-III: vertically elongated ("match" shape),

horizontally elongated ("slab" shape),

and/or cubes.

Fracture Intensity 

TABLE 7-11I



Simplified Correlation and Procedures

A complex fracture-matrix structure geometry could be modified to a

simplified geometrical shape of matrix block (parallelepipeds, cubes,

spheres, etc.), which is evidently surrounded by uniform fractures.



Shape and Block Magnitude

The dimension of a matrix is directly related to fracture density and intensity

because an increase of fracture density in one direction represents a reduction

of block dimensions along the same direction. The block shape vs. fracture

intensity is expressed through a comprehensive diagram (Fig. 24) where the

basic relationship in two directions is expressed as follows:

Block height

Block  extension



Fig. 24- Block of matrix resulting from the intersection of an orthogonal fracture system.





Primary Porosity & Secondary Porosity

Secondary porosity is generally found in compact, brittle rock of relatively low
intergranular porosity, such as compact limestones, shales, shaly sandstones,
siltstones, schists, etc. Secondary porosity is normally caused by rock fracturing,
jointing and dissolution by circulating water.



Definition of Double Porosity





Relationship between the fracture parameters











Fracture Permeability









Compressibility of Fractured Reservoirs

Review of single porosity compressibility



FORMATION COMPRESSIBILITY

FO

FM FF

Under static conditions, downward 

overburden force must be balanced by 

upward forces of the matrix and fluid in 

pores

2. Thus:

ppp

FFF

mo

fmo





AND

3.

1.

As fluids are produced from reservoir, fluid pressure (p) usually 

decreases while overburden is constant, and:

(a) force on matrix increases ( “net compaction pressure”,

pm=po-p)

(b) bulk volume decreases, and

(c) pore volume decreases. 

4.Pressure Gradients, 

Normal Reservoirs:

dpo/dZ = 1.0 psia/ft

dp/dZ = 0.465 psia/ft













Field Pressure



Oil Production Rate



Fractured and Triple Reservoirs Compressibility



Relationship between Kf and Cpf


